
UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA FACULTY OF SCIENCESINSTITUTE OF PHYSICS Prof. M. DrozSale Invariane, Critial Phenomena, and the Renormalization GroupSeries 4April 28, 2009Exerise 4.1: Derive Gri�ths' inequality between ritial exponentsThe free energy F (T;M) is a onave funtion of T, that isF (T1;M) � F (T2;M) > (T1 � T2)�F (T1;M)�T1 = �(T1 � T2)S(T1;M) (1)(i) Speialize the above inequality for the ase (T1; T2;M) = (T; T;M), where T < T and M isthe equilibrium magnetization at T in zero �eld, to obtainF (T;M)� F (T; 0) 6 F (T;M)� F (T; 0)� (T � T )S(T;M) (2)(ii) Note that, sine �F=�M = H, at a T < T, with spontaneous magnetization M, one hasthe onstant value F (T;M1) � F (T; 0) for all M1 satisfying �M 6 M1 6 M . Then use (1) at(T1; T2;M) = (T; T; 0) to show that (2) leads toF (T;M)� F (T; 0) 6 (T � T )(S(T; 0) � S(T;M)):(iii) Assuming the following power laws�F�M (T;M) = H �M Æ; M � (T � T )�; CH = T �S�T ���H=0 � (T � T )��0 ;where T < T, derive the inequality of Gri�ths�(Æ + 1) + �0 > 2;based on the result in (ii).Exerise 4.2: Show the orrelation inequalities for the Ising hain.Calulate the �rst two orrelation funtions of the ferromagneti Ising hain in a homogeneousexternal �eld G1(T; h) = hs0i = m(T; h) and G2(T; h; k) = hs0ski. The length of the hain goesto in�nity in both diretions while k an take any �nite value. Show that the resulting funtionssatisfy the orrelation inequalities. Hint: The orrelation funtion G2 is treated in the statistialphysis textbook, for zero �eld it is given expliitly, now generalize the result for �nite �eld.Exerise 4.3: Derive Fisher's inequality  6 �(2� �).While the proof an be found in the ourse book, here the task is to give an organized presentationof it in the lass.


